
my life is

slim entertainmentcolourful





ONE SINGLE NAME,
COUNTLESS 
SOLUTIONS.



Square, round or thin.
When style withholds your desires, it can have only one name.

Livinglight lights up the special moments of your life and your passions. 
Enter its world, there is what you are looking for.



ROUND SHAPE SQUARE SHAPE



One single name 
for the highest freedom to combine 
the switches and the shapes that you want. 
We give maximum freedom to your ideas. All of them. 
Freely choose the colour of the switches 
whether you prefer the ROUND SHAPE 
or the SQUARE SHAPE.





One single name 
for new fi nishes, new colours 
and unique material effects.



my life is silk





KRISTALL London Fog,
anthracite devices

SILK Club,
tech devices

DEEP Orange,
white devices



One single name 
for a bright design that 
lights up your day.



my life is  fusion





METAL Chrome,
white rocker devices 

AXIAL DEVICES 
The innovative design 
ensures the highest 
linearity and fl atness 
in the appearance 
of a light switch.

ROCKER DEVICES 
The traditional movement 
reinterpreted with 
the new aesthetics.

REFLEXES
The metallic nuances 
of the shapes that play 
with the light to beautify 
your home.

LED
Small lights 
to always guide your 
hand and light up 
all of your spaces.

METAL Ice Gold,
anthracite axial devices





UNEXPECTEDLY THIN,
INCREDIBLY RICH.



LIVINGLIGHT AIR Pearl White,
white axial devices



GOLD MAT,
tech axial devices

LAVA,
anthracite axial devices

RAMAGE,
anthracite axial devices

STRIPES,
tech axial devices

Make your environment unique with the exclusive design of LIVINGLIGHT AIR.
Choose an aesthetic with quality metallic finishes or with refined decor. 
Enhance your home with the ultra thin cover plate and with the elegant alignment 
of the new axial devices.





A TECHNOLOGICAL 
EVOLUTION. 
PERFECT FOR ALL 
YOUR NEEDS. 
FOR TODAY AND 
FOR TOMORROW.



my life is  comfort



New dimmers suit for any light source, even for those which 
respect the environment. 

Now you can choose the intensity of your light, with no worries.



One single name 
to adapt easily. 
Wireless.

Now you have the freedom to live 
according to the changing world.



my life is flexibility





TWIN SKY,
radio-controlled shutters

GOLD METAL,
radio scenario control

PROGRAMMABLE 
RADIO 
REMOTE CONTROL

METAL TITANIUM,
radio-controlled dimmer



One single name 
to control the quality of your 
life and of your consumption.

Awareness is no longer a luxury.



my life is environment





TOUCH SCREEN with energy consumption display,
LIVINGLIGHT AIR Nickel cover plate

GREEN SWITCH anthracite,
LIVINGLIGHT AIR Nichel cover plate



One single name 
for a video door entry 
system with aesthetic 
so refi ned that it fi ts perfectly 
with the style of your home

It’s the new Video Display, 
which also allows you to control 
your home. Peacefully.



my life is serenity





White VIDEO DISPLAY,
GLOSSY Sunset cover plate

White VIDEO CAMERA,
GLOSSY Sunset cover plate





FOR A HOME 
THAT MEETS YOUR 
LIFE NEEDS. 
BECAUSE YOUR 
HOME TODAY 
IS SMART.



my life is  entertainment



BTicino wrote the book of home automation: let yourself be pampered by connoisseurs.

With Livinglight, leisure, entertainment and safety are always at your commands.



One single name 
that embraces 
BTicino’s concept of 
home automation. 

Simply.



my life is domotic



ENERGY 
SAVING

SAFETY

ENERGY 
SAVING

COMFORT
AND MULTIMEDIA

LOCAL 
AND REMOTE 

CONTROL 

Presence detector 
alarm and video 

surveillance camera. 

The Green Switch 
automatically turns the light off 

when you leave the room. 
Light up 

only when needed! 

New energy socket 
with the possibility of 

turning the power on and off 
by means of a switch.

Stop & Go Salvavita 
(residual current protection 
device) for the automatic 
recovery of electricity in 

case of overvoltage. 
Your electrical appliances 

will keep on working!

A controlling 
and safety system for your 

home that is accessible 
anytime via personal 

computers, tablet and mobile.

New devices that enable 
the ideal setting of the light 

and the control of background 
music volume.

The gas detector 
allows you to monitor 

the safety of your home 
at all times and reports 

any gas leaks.



TOUCH SCREEN,
SILK Square cover plate

LOCAL DISPLAY,
SILK Square cover plate



park
ice gold

square

anthracite

cordoba

marrakech

grape

brick

net

tech
dark steel

par
blue

aquamarine

lava



SHAPES THAT 
MARRY WELL WITH 
ALL FUNCTIONS 
AND FINISHES.
A PERFECT 
COMBINATION.



METALS

BRONZE - BZ NICKEL - NS ICE GOLD - OA

NATURALIA

NATIVE - NA BRUSHED STEEL - ACS SILVER - AG

DEEP

GREEN - VD BLUE - AD ORANGE - OD



SILK

PARK - PK AVENUE - AE SQUARE - SQ

CLUB - CB BRICK - RK

 

METALS / NATURALIA / DEEP / SILK / KRISTALL / NEUTRAL / ESSENCES



KRISTALL

LONDON FOG - KF COLD GRAY - KG AQUAMARINE - KA

NEUTRAL

ANTHRACITE - AR TECH - TE WHITE - BI

ESSENCES

CHERRYWOOD - LCA WALNUT - LNC BAMBOO - LBA



SQUARE SHAPE.
 

METALS / NATURALIA / DEEP / SILK / KRISTALL / NEUTRAL / ESSENCES

my life is entertainment



METALS

GLOSSY

TWIN

TITANIUM - TCDARK STEEL - AC CHROME - CR GOLD - OC

GRAPE - GP SUNSET - SS CITRON - CT

BROWN - TW BRONZE - TB SKY - TS



CLASSY

SMOKING - SM TIGHT - TG COLONIAL - CL

ANTHRACITE - AR TECH - TE WHITE - BI

NEUTRAL

 

METALS / GLOSSY / TWIN / CLASSY / NEUTRAL / NATURALIA / ESSENCES



NATURALIA

GRAPHITE - GF CORDOBA - CO MARRAKECH - MA SIENA - SI

ESSENCES

OAK - LRW CHERRYWOOD -  LCA MAPLE - LAE



ROUND SHAPE.
 

METALS / GLOSSY / TWIN / CLASSY / NEUTRAL / NATURALIA / ESSENCES

my life is colorful



SHINY

NICKEL MAT - NKPEWTER - PT

RAMAGE - RM

PURE WHITE - BN

PALLADIUM - PL GOLD MAT - OF

DECORATIONS

NET - NE STRIPES - SP GREEK - GK

NEUTRAL

LAVA - NL MOONLIGHT SILVER - GL PEARL WHITE - PR



LIVINGLIGHT AIR.
 

 SHINY/ DECORATIONS / NEUTRAL

my life is slim



slim

colourful entertainment

Take a picture of the QR Code, learn more about the Livinglight solutions on www.bticino.com, visit the showroom closest to you
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